EPnet and Security Access Cards & ID Devices
Is your card here?
DON’T WORRY IF IT ISN’T. We can’t illustrate all
the security systems on the market, but EPnet
will work with almost all of them –without
alteration, and without disrupting your existing
security infrastructure. No matter which system
you use, EPnet is able to work with it, not by co‐
habiting as many cashless systems do, but by
integrating with your existing system. That means minimal disruption to your business
during installation. Using just one card, YOURS. EPnet will enable you to add a modern on‐
line cashless system to your business for use by your staff at the restaurant, vending
machines, photocopiers, faxes and computer services. All by using the same access card
that allows them to use other functions like, door entry, Time & Attendance etc.
A one card solution is our aim, unless this is not the preferred option.
No need for extra magnetic stripes or expensive chips to be added to the standard card.
The cards you already on‐site will still be the cards used after EPnet is installed. EPnet can
also integrate with your security database allowing the security card, once issued, to be
automatically initialised in EPnet.
If a card is not already used we are free to offer the full range of card/fob/wristband or
biometric options. The standard is for a contactless device.
Other ID devices are equally compatible with EPnet.
Some schools prefer to use a biometric ID device like a finger/thumb print reader. These are
particularly useful where cards or fobs are likely to be lost.
Fobs and wristbands are alternative formats for a contactless card. Where required, these may
be more convenient, for example in a sports centre or gym or where keyrings are the norm.

For fitness locations like gymnasia and swimming pools a waterproof wearable wristband may be
the option required. This is convenient and always available to the user whether they are just
coming out of the water or from a fitness class.

